Prezi Helpful Hints
Prezi.com
Teachers and students - Register with your umd.edu email address for the educational account – it's Free!
Use the Sign-up now button.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?NR=1&v=XPh2Nl9AAPE
Shows some good features of Prezi.
Use the LEARN and EXPLORE tabs to learn more about Prezi features.

To start:
Click New Prezi Button, give it a title, click New Prezi at bottom of window and begin.

Pick a Template, then:
• Add Text – using Write function
• Images – insert function
• Path – path function
• Show – arrow in bottom right corner.

Text Can be any size or font.
Images can come from your computer desktop or the internet.
You can also add moving images, Youtube videos.
The Path is the order in which you want to show or talk about your information.

You can show the presentation from within the web browser window, or choose full screen.
You can download your prezi to your desktop and show it from there.

Additional Glamour:
On the wheel, choose Colors and Fonts. Then click on Theme Wizard to change color of text and background, and change the font.
Add Shapes, or Frames from the design wheel.
Change the direction of your text by grabbing the edit wheel and spinning.
The get the edit wheel, click once in the center of your text. Then grab the outer ring to spin the text around.

The next time you sign in, you will find your prezis there on your online account.

Thanks,
Cindy
cfrank@umd.edu